
Advanced Series – a complete navigation experience to facilitate a 
safer, faster, and stress free journey.

1 Lifetime traffic extends for the useful life of your Garmin traffic receiver or as long as Garmin receives traffic data from its traffic supplier, whichever is shorter. A traffic receiver’s “useful life” means the period during which the receiver (a) has 
the required technical capabilities to utilize current traffic data service and (b) is capable of operating as intended without major repairs. Traffic content not available in all areas. Any region with France will also include Corsica, French Guiana, 
Guadeloupe, Martinique, Réunion, Saint Barthélemy

ADVANCED SERIES

Item No. 010-01123-29

EAN 753759999773

Unit Dimensions (WxHxD) 13.7 x 8.3 x 1.9 cm

Display Size (WxH) 5.0” (12.7 cm) 

Display Resolution (WxH) WVGA 480 X 272

Display Type Resistive

Weight 188g

Battery Life up to 2 hours

Gift Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 15.88 x 10.8 x 6.99 cm

Gift Box weight 0.45 kg

Case Pack 32

Master Carton Dimensions (LxWxH) 32.2 x 44.8 x 29.9 cm

Master Carton Weight 13.61 kg

KEY FEATURES:

FREE LIFETIME TRAFFIC1

Reliable traffic information to avoid incidents and congestion en route.

GARMIN REAL NAVIGATION
Real directions™ with real voice and real signs - exclusive to Garmin.

Real Directions™ Recognisable landmarks, buildings and traffic lights are referenced to tell 
you to “turn right after the Starbucks®” or “turn left at the traffic light” providing you with 
confidence that you’re going the right way and lets you focus on the road ahead.
Real Voice™ Refined speech technology for a more natural sounding voice.
Real Signs™ On screen guidance will now reflect their real life counterparts, removing any 
confusion and ambiguity in interpreting directions.

ACTIVE LANE GUIDANCE
Uses a combination of voice prompts and visual cues to help you drive through an exit or 
interchange with confidence. An animated graphic is displayed next to the map view and 
brightly coloured arrows indicate the proper lane needed to make a turn.

PHOTOREAL + BIRDSEYE JUNCTION VIEW
PhotoReal Junction View shows the lane you need to be in at upcoming major junctions 
and exits with incredible detail of your surroundings; for confident navigation and reassurance 
you’re on track.
BirdsEye Junction View shows a detailed view of junctions looking down from overhead.

‘UP AHEAD’ 
Displays points of interest along your route such as restaurants, hospitals and petrol stations 
and updates the information as you drive along your route.

BLUETOOTH®

Sync with a Bluetooth-enabled smartphone for hands-free calling. Keep your eyes on the road 
and both hands on the wheel with the integrated Bluetooth wireless technology, microphone 
and speaker. Just pair with your compatible mobile phone and talk hands-free via the sat nav. 

SMARTPHONE LINK
Smartphone Link is a free app that allows a compatible nüvi and Android™ smartphone to use 
an existing data plan to share navigation information and access Garmin Live Services, useful 
real-time information such as traffic and weather. 

BOX CONTENTS:
• nüvi 2577LT NA+EU
• With preloaded maps for  
 Europe & North America
• Lifetime Traffic antenna
• Vehicle power cable
• Suction cup mount
• USB Cable
• Quick Start Manual

MAPS FOR EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA.

More Maps can be downloaded to your Garmin device. 

Be sure you´re driving with the most current maps. 

Simply visit: www.garmin.com to find out how.

MAP COVERAGE:

PHYSICAL / PERFORMANCE

OTHER FEATURES:
• Manual dual-orientation screen
• Display of speed limit, current speed  
 and accurate arrival time
• Spoken turn-by-turn directions
• Safety camera alerts  
 (static and mobile)
• Route avoidance
• Garmin Express and Garmin Garage

nüvi® 2577LT

nüvi 2577LT NA+EU



KEY FEATURES:

ACTIVE LANE GUIDANCE UP AHEADREAL DIRECTIONS PHOTOREAL AND BIRD´S EYE JUNCTION VIEW

ADVANCED SERIES

If you have any questions, please visit the Customer Service area on our website at www.garmin.comIf you have any questions, please visit the Customer Service area on our website at www.garmin.com

GTM 36 FM Traffic Receiver, 

Europe.

SKU 010-01009-05 EAN: 753759978976 The GTM 36 with lifetime traffic provides traffic information to your compatible Garmin device 
to route you around accidents, construction and other obstacles to save you time.

Universal 5” soft carrying case SKU 010-11793-00 EAN: 753759981617 This stylish case supports your 5” device while the lightweight foam inner padding and soft, 
scratch-resistent inside lining provide durable all-around protection.

Carrying case (5”) SKU 010-11577-01 EAN: 753759968489 This stylish case supports your 5” device while the lightweight foam inner padding and soft, 
scratch-resistent inside lining provide durable all-around protection.

Universal 4.3” soft carrying 

case

SKU 010-11792-00 EAN: 753759981600 This stylish case supports your 4.3” device while the lightweight foam inner padding and soft, 
scratch-resistent inside lining provide durable all-around protection..

4.3” and 5” Suction cup with 

mount (NEW)

SKU 010-11983-00 EAN: 753759998875 This adjustable suction cup mount allows you to easily access your compatible device while 

navigating in your vehicle. Includes suction cup mount and cradle.

4.3” and 5” Suction cup (does 

not include unit mount) 

SKU 010-10747-00 EAN: 753759057848 Suction cup mount to secure your device on your windshield or any smooth, flat surface. Device 

cradle not included.

Portable friction mount (bean 

bag design)

SKU 010-10908-00 EAN: 753759067304 Keep your compatible device in place with this portable friction mount.

USB cable, mini SKU 010-11723-01 EAN: 753759052973 Get the most out of your device using this micro USB cable to update your device software, 
download new vehicle icons and much more.

AC adapter cable SKU 010-11478-05 EAN: 753759103729 This kit includes one micro cable and one mini cable, so you can use it to charge or power your 
Compatible Devices. Includes adapters for the U.K. and Europe

Vehicle power cable SKU 010-11838-00 EAN: 753759989392 Power up while you’re on the go with this 12 V adapter. It’s your in-vehicle charger when 
you’re out on the open road.

Dash mount SKU 010-10747-02 EAN: 753759057862 with this compact dashboard mount you can position your device for the best viewing angle. 
Secure the mounting base to your vehicle’s dash with the permanent adhesive disk (included).

4GB microSD with SD adapter SKU 010-10683-05 EAN: 753759103477 Micros SD card + adapter to get more space on your device.

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORY OVERVIEW:

KEY ACCESSORIES:

PORTABLE FRICTION MOUNT

Keep your compatible device in place with this 

portable friction mount. It’ll keep everything in 

plain sight when you need it and out of the way 

when you don’t.

SKU 010-10908-00 EAN: 753759067304

AIR VENT MOUNT

This mount offers an alternative to windshield 

and dash mounts - and clears up your line of 

sight. It improves visibility for the road ahead, 

making the drive safer for everyone, all while 

keeping the device within arm’s reach. 

SKU 010-11952-00 EAN: 753759003548

ECO ROUTE HD 

Transform your Bluetooth®-compatible nüvi 

or Android™ smartphone into a real-time 

diagnostic computer. By connecting to your 

vehicle’s diagnostic system, ecoRoute HD 

monitors vehicle performance and provides 

detailed system data, including engine 

monitoring, diagnostics, fuel efficiency, sensor 

and gauge data.

SKU 010-11380-00 EAN: 753759098971

CARRY-ALL CASE (4.3”, 5”)

This case is designed to store and protect your 

4.3” or 5.0” nüvi® and all of its accessories.

SKU 010-11835-00 EAN: 753759988920


